
ASYMMETRICAL REDUPLICANT LENITION IN GITKSAN 

This paper is an OT analysis of an asymmetrical lenition found in Gitksan reduplication, 

utilizing positional faithfulness constraints to correctly derive the asymmetry. Gitksan (Interior 

Tsimshianic / Tsimshianic) is an endangered language spoken in the Pacific Northwest. One of 

the features of the language is the various methods in which to express plurality for both nouns 

and verbs. Aside from prefixation, suppletion, and vowel lengthening, among others, is 

reduplication. A class of reduplication, termed CəC reduplication in previous literature, shows an 

asymmetry between degree of lenition in the onset compared to the coda. This paper aims to 

answer the question of how this asymmetry can be accounted for through an Optimality 

Theoretic framework and to briefly discuss its psycholinguistic motivation. A positional 

faithfulness constraint (Beckman 1998) which targets the onset of corresponding base-

reduplicant segments is crucial in correctly deriving the optimal candidate, and providing a 

phonological motivation for this observed asymmetry. 

 While previous work on reduplication in Interior Tsimshianic (Thompson 1984, Brown 

2007) has not yet focussed on this asymmetry within Optimality Theory or otherwise has only 

examined deglottalization patterns in the reduplicant, the present study accounts for both 

deglottalization as well as spirantization in Gitksan reduplication. The CəC reduplication class in 

Gitksan, as described in Rigsby (1986), is optimal for demonstrating this pattern. The data in 

Table 1 is a presentation of several CəC reduplicant-base pairs. 

Table 1. CəC reduplication patterns in Gitksan. 

 Base Reduplicant~Base 

a. /taw/           'freeze' /təw~taw/       'freeze.INTR (PL.SUB)' 

b. /t͡ sap/          'make, do' /t͡ səp~t͡ sap/      'make, do (PL.OBJ)' 

c. /t͡ s'aq/         'nose' /t͡ səχ~t͡ s'aq/     'noses' 

d. /hat͡ s'/         'bite' /həs~hat͡ s'/      'bite (PL.OBJ)' 

The example forms (a) and (b) in Table 1 show a transparent correspondence between the 

onset and the coda of the base and reduplicant: /t/ reduplicates as /t/, /t͡ s/ reduplicates as /t͡ s/ and 

so on. Between (b) and (c), the onsets of the stem differ only in glottalization, where (c) is 

glottalized and (b) is not. Once reduplicated, however, this contrast is completely neutralized – 

the non-glottalized /t͡ s/ in (b) reduplicates to /t͡ s/, but the glottalized /t͡ s'/ in (c) also reduplicates to 

/t͡ s/. In comparison to the deglottalization shown in the onset of the reduplicant in (c), note the 

behaviour of the glottalized /t͡ s'/ in the coda of (d) – when reduplicated, instead of merely 

deglottalizing to /t͡ s/, the segment also spirantizes to fricative /s/. This pattern is observable for all 

phonotactically available segments in Gitksan; i.e. if a segment is present in the phonological 

inventory and may surface in a particular position, this pattern of reduplication will occur. 

Spirantizing segments in Gitksan and their fricative counterparts include /q//χ/, /kʷ//xʷ/, 

/kʲ//xʲ/, and /t͡ s//s/. Note that the Gitksan phonological inventory does not include labial or 

bilabial fricatives such as /f/ and /ɸ/, therefore /p/ does not spirantize in the coda of (b). 

To account for this pattern of asymmetrical lenition in OT, a faithfulness to the 

[continuant] feature constraint targeting the onset of corresponding base-reduplicant segments 

(IDENTBR[cont](ONSET)) must be highly ranked relative to markedness (*[-cont]) and general 



base-reduplicant faithfulness constraints (IDENTBR[cont]). This ensures that onsets do not 

spirantize to fricatives, while still allowing for codas to do so. Additionally, highly ranked 

constraints referring to the [constricted glottis] feature will prevent reduplicants from surfacing 

which have any glottalized segment, (IDENTIO[cg] & *[+cg]), since there are no cases in which 

we observe glottalization in either the onset or coda of the reduplicant. The truncated tableaux 

provided in (1) and (2) exemplify these rankings to correctly derive (c) and (d) from Table 1 

above. 

(1) 

/RED~t͡ s'aq/ 'noses' 

Ident 

IO[cg] *[+cg] 

Ident 

BR[cont](Ons) *[-cont] 

Ident BR 

[cont] 

 a. t͡ səχ~t͡ saq *!     *** * 

 b. t͡ s'əχ~t͡ s'aq   **!   *** * 

 c. t͡ səχ~t͡ s'aq   *   *** * 

 d. səχ~t͡ s'aq   * *! ** ** 

 

(2) 

/RED~hat͡ s'/ 'bite.pl' 

Ident 

IO[cg] *[+cg] 

Ident 

BR[cont](Ons) *[-cont] 

Ident BR 

[cont] 

 a. həs~hat͡ s *!     * * 

 b. hat͡ s'~hat͡ s'   **!   **   

 c. hat͡ s~hat͡ s'   *   **!   

 d. həs~hat͡ s'   *   * * 

 The (a) candidates in (1) and (2) both show that bases that are unfaithful to the input for 

[cg] features are immediately eliminated by IdentIO[cg], and the *[+cg] constraint for all 

candidates does not allow for any glottalization to pass which is found in the reduplicant. The 

positional faithfulness constraint ensures that the candidate in (1d) does not "go too far" in the 

lenition of /t͡ s'/ in the onset, while the same segment /t͡ s'/ in the coda in (2d) does spirantize since 

it is not in the onset, which is the target of the positional faithfulness constraint. This ranking 

which maintains reduplicant [cont] feature contrasts only in onsets is explained by a universal 

tendency to prioritize contrasts in psycholinguistically salient positions such as syllable or word 

onsets. In the case of Gitksan, it is the lack of faithfulness for the coda of reduplicants which 

causes spirantization.  
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